
Panning and MoveMent: capturing motion—blurring and freezing 

The camera records a slice of time. If you want to express time or speed in 
your photography, include some motion blur in the shot of a moving subject. 
Alternatively, you can freeze your subject’s movement to completely stop  
time & motion. Motion blur techniques require that the camera’s exposure 
time (shutter speed) is not so fast that it freezes all action. Generally you’ll 
want the shortest possible shutter speed that will produce adequate motion 
blur. In good light, an average starting point would be 1/15 or 1/8 of a second. 

For this project you’ll be producing 4 photos total:

        Panning motion  Night photo with motion (no flash)
        Blurred motion  Night photo with motion, using slow-sync flash

Panning tips:

     •  Set your shutter speed at about a 1/15 of a second, as a starting place.

•  Practice tracking a moving object with the camera, moving in a fluid            
   motion. Squeeze the shutter release while continuing your pan; follow         
   through after shooting.

•  Choose an interesting background for your panning shots. Be aware of       
   the colors, because they will streak into a blur.

•  Try shooting with the flash while panning. The subject will be frozen,      
   while the background is blurred.

  1    Panning. 
As the subject passes, 
follow it with the cam-
era. You can freeze 
your subject against a 
blurred background if 
you follow the speed 
of the passing subject 
as you pan.
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  2    Blurring. Hold the camera 
steady and snap a picture as the 
subject passes. Naturally, this 
transfers the emphasis from the 
subject to the background. This 
can be an effective shooting tech-
nique if the background is the 
real center of attention 
(a cityscape, for example).

  3    Long Exposure. Low light requires a longer exposure, and this means you  
are recording a longer slice of time in your image. This allows the motion to be  
rendered as streaks or blurs, while at the same time objects that are stationary  
appear in perfect focus.

Night tips:
•  Set the shooting mode to Program (P), or Aperture (A)

•  Set the camera to its lowest ISO (usually 100 or 200), to lower the sensitivity to light.

•  To create a longer exposure, choose a small aperture setting (A or P modes)

•  Use exposure compensation (+/–) as necessary, to adjust the exposure

•  Use a tripod, or a steady surface

•  For no-shake photos: use a cable release, wireless remote, or the camera’s automatic timer 



  4    Long Exposure with Flash. During a long exposure you can fire the camera’s flash—
which freezes the motion of your subject—while at the same time the camera is also 
recording any blurred motion in the background. For example: during a 5 second night 
exposure of passing cars, if you fire the flash to photograph someone jumping in the air, 
the light from the flash (typically 1/1000 of a second) will freeze the subject in mid-air.

To make this happen, you must set the camera’s flash to “slow-sync” (often called “Night 
Portrait” or “Night Shot” on the pre-set mode dial). The Slow-Sync setting can also be 
found in your camera’s Flash Modes. Check your camera’s User Guide for the following 
terms: Night shot, Night Portrait, Flash Sync Speed, Slow Sync, First Curtain/Front Curtain, 
Second Curtain/Rear Curtain.

Another idea is to deliberately move your camera during a long exposure, while at the 
same time firing the flash. This will leave streaks of light in the background, while your 
subject will be captured in sharp focus.

Rear Curtain: Most DSLR cameras (and some point ‘n’ shoots) can set the  
flash to fire at the end of the exposure (as opposed to the beginning). This is  
called “Rear Curtain” flash in many user guides and tutorials.

• Front Curtain/First Curtain: Flash fires at the beginning of a long exposure.  
   This is the default setting for most cameras.
• Rear Curtain/Second Curtain: Flash fires at the end of a long exposure. This 
   allows streaks of light to trail behind a moving object.



Shutter Speed (S or Tv mode)
Shutter Speed is the key:
        Slow it down for blur (1/30 of a second or slower)
        Speed it up for freezing (1/500 of a second or faster)
        Practice with your camera, changing the shutter speed in S or Tv Mode
        What is your camera’s fastest (and slowest) shutter speed?

Terms to search for in your camera user guide:
        Exposure Compensation
        Slow Sync
        Flash Sync Speed
        Night Portrait
        Night Shot
        First curtain –or– Front curtain
        Second curtain –or– Rear curtain

Examples of where to find Exposure & Flash settings “how-to”

Exposure Compensation (+/–):
        Canon Rebel T1i (Canon T1i user guide.pdf)
        pg. 84, Setting Exposure Compensation

        Nikon D40 (Nikon D40_user guide.pdf)
        pg. 47, Exposure Compensation

Slow sync:
        Canon Rebel T1i (Canon T1i user guide.pdf)
        pg. 51 Night Portrait 
        pg. 139–140 Setting the Flash
        pg. 184 Custom Function 3: Flash sync speed in Av (Aperture priority AE) mode

        Nikon D40 (Nikon D40_user guide.pdf)
        pg. 35–36 Flash Mode

        Nikon D7000 (Nikon D7000_user guide.pdf)
        pg. 144–145 Flash Mode
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